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8 The consonant recognition of 17 ears with sensorineural hearing loss is evaluated for 14 consonants
9 /p, t, k, f, s,

Ð
, b, d, g, v, z, Z, m, n=þ =A=, under four speech-weighted noise conditions (0, 6,

10 12 dB SNR, quiet). One male and one female talker were chosen for each consonant, resulting in 28
11 total consonant-vowel test tokens. For a given consonant, tokens by different talkers were observed
12 to systematically differ, in both the robustness to noise and/or the resulting confusion groups. Such
13 within-consonant token differences were observed for over 60% of the tested consonants and all HI
14 ears. Only when HI responses are examined on an individual token basis does one find that the error
15 may be limited to a small subset of tokens with confusion groups that are restricted to fewer than
16 three confusions on average. Averaging different tokens of the same consonant can raise the
17 entropy of a listener’s responses (i.e., the size of the confusion group), causing the listener to appear
18 to behave in a less systematic way. Quantifying these token differences provides insight into HI
19 perception of speech under noisy conditions and characterizes each listener’s hearing impairment.
20 VC 2013 Acoustical Society of America. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1121/1.4807474]

21 PACS number(s): 43.71.Ky, 43.71.Es [JFC] Pages: 1–11

22 I. INTRODUCTION

23 Given that the primary purpose of wearing a hearing aid
24 is to improve speech perception, it follows that a speech test
25 should be able to provide one of the most useful measures of
26 hearing impairment. Yet speech has not been found to be a
27 useful tool for fitting hearing aids (Walden et al., 1983;
28 Dobie, 2011). Pure-tone thresholds remain the primary pre-
29 scriptive measure for hearing aid fitting (Humes et al., 1991;
30 Dillon, 2001) despite the common clinical observation that
31 hearing impaired (HI) ears can have similar pure-tone
32 thresholds but differ in their speech perception abilities
33 (Skinner, 1976; Skinner and Miller, 1983; Kamm et al.,
34 1985; Smoorenburg, 1992; Roeser et al., 2007; Halpin and
35 Rauch, 2009; Walden and Montgomery, 1975). A significant
36 impediment to research in developing speech-based meas-
37 ures is the large amount of natural variability that is present
38 in speech; this causes difficulty in identifying and acousti-
39 cally characterizing the perceptually relevant cues. When the
40 perceptual cues of the tokens that are used in a speech test
41 are not precisely characterized, the conclusions that may be
42 drawn are limited.
43 The work of Boothroyd and Nittrouer (1988) formulated
44 the relationship between correct perception of low-context
45 speech segments (e.g., phonemes) and high-context seg-
46 ments (e.g., words) in normal hearing (NH) ears. Follow-up
47 studies by Bronkhorst et al. (Bronkhorst et al., 1993;
48 Bronkhorst et al., 2002) greatly extended this work. These
49 studies demonstrate that an individual’s ability to decode
50 high-context speech depends critically on their low-context

51error. These observations affirm the utility of studies of hear-
52ing impairment that use low-context speech segments.
53Consonants comprise approximately 58.5% of conversa-
54tional speech (Mines et al., 1978). While the relative impor-
55tance of consonants and vowels for HI speech perception
56remains uncertain (Hood and Poole, 1977; Burkle et al.,
572004), here we concentrate on HI consonant perception.
58Many past works have examined HI consonant recognition
59using naturally produced speech, including Lawrence and
60Byers (1969), Bilger and Wang (1976), Owens (1978),
61Wang et al. (1978), Dubno and Dirks (1982); Boothroyd
62(1984), Fabry and Van Tasell (1986), Dreschler (1986),
63Gordon-Salant (1987), and Zurek and Delhorne (1987).
64Overall, the effects of hearing impairment on speech percep-
65tion are more severe in the presence of noise (Dubno and
66Dirks, 1982; Dreschler, 1986). It has been observed that lis-
67teners with similar perceptual problems can have similar
68audiometric configurations (Bilger and Wang, 1976) but also
69that some consonant confusions are common across a variety
70of audiometric configurations (Owens, 1978; Gordon-Salant,
711987). In addition, comparisons between the consonant rec-
72ognition errors of HI listeners vs NH listeners with simulated
73hearing losses (noise and/or filtering applied) has shown
74some agreement in both errors (Zurek and Delhorne, 1987)
75and confusions (Wang et al., 1978; Fabry and Van Tasell,
761986). In these past studies, data analysis was performed
77using either an average measure (over all consonants) or
78with consonants grouped by distinctive features. Speech
79measures derived from an average have been useful tools for
80screening and classifying those with a hearing impairment;
81however, they have not proven useful as prescriptive meas-
82ures (Taylor, 2006; Killion and Gudmundsen, 2005).
83In this work, we examine how HI perception can vary
84across tokens of the same consonant. Multiple tokens of the
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85 same consonant, by different talkers or with different vow-
86 els, are often considered as multiple measures of the same
87 effect. In contrast to this approach, the consonant cue litera-
88 ture has documented, in detail, the variability of the cues
89 that are present in naturally produced speech (Baum and
90 Blumstein, 1987; Dorman et al., 1977; Herd et al., 2010;
91 Jongman et al., 2000; Kurowski and Blumstein, 1987; Li
92 et al., 2010; Li et al., 2012). This variability is quantified by
93 an analysis of the acoustical properties of each individual
94 consonant token and can be observed across speech samples
95 that are unambiguous (no confusions) and robust to noise
96 (error <10%). Although NH listeners can correctly recog-
97 nize consonants despite this variability, the question
98 remains: Does this natural variability across tokens of the
99 same consonant lead to differences in HI perception?

100 We show that HI perceptual differences exist across mul-
101 tiple tokens of a single consonant (which show no recognition
102 differences for NH listeners). We refer to perceptual differen-
103 ces across multiple tokens of the same consonant as within-
104 consonant differences. The HI within-consonant differences
105 are observed in terms of both robustness to noise and/or con-
106 fusion groups. These two types of within-consonant differen-
107 ces can exist independently of each other.
108 Within-consonant differences in noise robustness are
109 observed over all of the HI subjects. Previous studies have
110 shown that for individual consonant tokens, the intensity of
111 each necessary cue region is correlated to the robustness to
112 noise for NH listeners (R�egnier and Allen, 2008; Li et al.,
113 2010; Li et al., 2012; Kapoor and Allen, 2012). We test if
114 natural variations in the intensity of the acoustic cue region
115 that affect NH perception at low SNRs would similarly
116 affect HI perception at higher SNRs. Although a significant
117 correlation is observed, HI within-consonant noise-robust-
118 ness differences in this study are only partially explained by
119 the natural variations in the intensity of the necessary conso-
120 nant cue region. To further examine if the variability in the
121 acoustic properties can lead to differences in HI perception,
122 the confusion groups of individual tokens are also analyzed.
123 We observe that each token has a unique subgroup of
124 possible confusions and that these confusion groups can be
125 different for each token of the same consonant. Thus the
126 existing subtle differences in acoustical properties, which do
127 not affect NH recognition, can lead to large differences in
128 confusion groups for HI listeners. The responses of HI ears
129 to stimuli can often appear to be “random.” This study finds
130 that such randomness can be an artifact of averaging; only
131 when the slight-to-moderate HI subjects are examined at the
132 token level does one observe that the subjects are self-
133 consistent in their confusions.
134 When testing HI ears, the selection of the individual
135 tokens for a perceptual experiment is critically important.
136 Multiple tokens of a single consonant, having acoustic cues
137 that vary naturally in terms of intensity, frequency, and/or
138 temporal cues, can result in different measures of hearing
139 impairment. Each token of a consonant may be considered
140 as a sensitive probe that can provide fine-grained informa-
141 tion about a person’s hearing impairment. Thus we can use
142 the natural variability of speech to advantage but only once
143 we have controlled for it.

144II. METHODS

145A. Subjects

146Nine HI subjects were recruited for this study from the
147Urbana-Champaign, IL, community. Both ears were tested
148for all listeners but one, resulting in data for 17 individual
149ears. All subjects reported American English as their first
150language and were paid to participate. IRB approval was
151obtained prior to the experiment. Typanometric measures
152showed no middle-ear pathologies (type A tympanogram).
153The ages of eight HI subjects ranged from 65 to 84; one HI
154subject (14R) was 25 yrs old. Based on the pure-tone thresh-
155olds, all ears had >20 dB of hearing loss (HL) for at least
156one frequency in the range 0.25-4 kHz.

157B. Audiometric measurements

158The majority of the ears in our study have slight-to-
159moderate hearing loss with high-frequency sloping configu-
160rations (see Table I). One HI ear (14R) has an inverted
161high-frequency loss with the most hearing loss <2 kHz and
162a threshold within the normal range at 8 kHz. The audio-
163metric configuration of low-frequency flat loss with high-
164frequency sloping loss can be modeled as a piecewise linear
165function of the form

h ¼
�

h0 if f � f0

h0 þ s0ðlog2ðf=f0ÞÞ if f > f0;
(1)

166167

168where h is the hearing loss (dB) and f is frequency (kHz).
169The parameter f0 estimates the frequency at which the slop-
170ing loss begins; h0 estimates the low-frequency (f � f0) flat
171loss in decibels; s0 estimates the slope of the high-frequency
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TABLE I. The 17 HI ears are ordered by the average of the left and right ear

h0 values [Eq. (1)]. The model parameters estimate the flat low-frequency

loss h0 (dB), the frequency at which sloping loss begins f0 (kHz), and the

sloping high-frequency loss s0 (dB/octave). RMS error � (dB) of the model

fits. The age of the listener and most comfortable level (MCL) for each ear

are included. The mean and standard deviation (l,r) for all values are

reported in the bottom row (ear 14R excluded).

HI ear h0 f0 s0 RMS � Age MCL

44L 9 1 10 11 65 82

44R 13 1 7 7 65 78

46L 11 1.5 20 9 67 82

46R 18 3 27 7 67 82

40L 22 2 20 5 79 80

40R 18 1 11 5 79 80

36L 19 1 7 8 72 68

36R 25 1 10 4 72 70

30L 28 1.5 22 3 66 80

30R 25 1.5 27 5 66 80

32L 30 1 9 3 74 79

32R 27 1.5 14 3 74 77

34L 34 3 50 6 84 84

34R 26 1.5 26 4 84 82

01L 44 4 33 2 82 83

01R 47 3 41 4 82 82

14R 72 2 �37 3 25 89

(l, r) (25, 11) (2, 0.9) (21, 13) (5, 2) (74, 7) (79, 4)
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172 loss in decibels/octave. The three parameters are fit to mini-
173 mize the root-mean-square (RMS) error � (dB). The resulting
174 RMS � values for each model fit are reported in Table I.

175 C. Speech materials

176 All stimuli used in this study were selected from the
177 Linguistic Data Consortium Database (LDC-2005S22)
178 (Fousek et al., 2004). Speech was sampled at 16 kHz.
179 Fourteen naturally spoken American English consonants (/p,
180 t, k, f, s,

Ð
, b, d, g, v, z, Z, m, n=þ =A=) were used as the test

181 stimuli. Each consonant was spoken in an isolated (i.e., no
182 carrier phrase) consonant-vowel (CV) context, with the
183 vowel =A=. Speech samples from six female talkers and five
184 male talkers were used (see Table IV), with two tokens
185 selected (one male and one female talker) for each conso-
186 nant, resulting in a total of 28 test tokens (14 consonants � 2
187 talkers¼ 28 tokens). The term token is used throughout this
188 work to refer to a single CV speech sample from one talker.
189 The 28 test tokens were selected based on their NH per-
190 ceptual scores in quiet and speech-weighted noise. To ensure
191 that tokens were unambiguous and robust to noise, each to-
192 ken was selected based on a criteria of �3.1% error for a
193 population of 16 NH listeners, calculated by combining
194 results in quiet and �2 dB signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of
195 noise (i.e., no more than 1 error over a total N¼ 32, per to-
196 ken) (Phatak and Allen, 2007). Such tokens are representa-
197 tive of the LDC database; Singh and Allen (2012) shows, for
198 the majority of tokens, a ceiling effect for NH listeners
199 above �2 dB SNR. One token of =fA= (male talker, label
200 m112) was damaged in the preparation of the tokens, thus it
201 has not been included in this analysis.
202 The stimuli were presented with flat gain at the most
203 comfortable level (MCL) for each individual HI ear. For the
204 majority of the HI ears the MCL was approximately
205 80 6 4 dB sound pressure level (SPL) (see Table I). Two
206 subjects (36L/R and 14R) did not choose an MCL within
207 this range.

208 D. Experimental procedure

209 The speech was presented at 4 SNRs (0, 6, and 12 dB
210 and quiet) using speech-weighted noise generated as
211 described by Phatak and Allen (2007). Presentations were
212 randomized over consonant, talker, and SNR. For each HI
213 ear, the experiment was performed in two sessions. The first
214 session presented each consonant eight times (four per to-
215 ken) at each of the 4 SNRs, resulting in 32 presentations per
216 consonant (4 presentations� 2 tokens� 4 SNRs). The sec-
217 ond session used an adaptive scheme to selectively increase
218 the number of presentations, and thus the statistical power of
219 the test. For each token, the number of session two presenta-
220 tions ranged from 1 to 6 at each SNR with increased presen-
221 tations assigned to conditions that had produced the most
222 error in the first session. Thus the total number presentations
223 of each consonant ranged from N¼ 40 to 80 for each HI
224 ear (total N¼ 5-10 over 2 sessions� 2 tokens� 4 SNRs).
225 The Vysochanskij–Petunin inequality (Vysochanskij and
226 Petunin, 1980) was used to verify that the number of trials

227were sufficient to determine correct perception within a 95%
228confidence interval (see appendix of Singh and Allen, 2012).
229The experiment was implemented as a MATLAB graphical
230user interface. All of the data-collection sessions were con-
231ducted with the subject seated in a single-walled, sound-
232proof booth with the door of the outer lab closed. The speech
233was presented monoaurally via an Etymotic ER-3 insert ear-
234phone. The contralateral ear was not masked or occluded.
235The subject chose their MCL (for non-test speech samples)
236before testing began. Subjects were allowed to adjust the
237sound level at any time during the experiment; however,
238none of the nine HI subjects tested chose to make such an
239adjustment. A practice session, with different tokens from
240those in the test set, was run first in order to familiarize the
241subject with the testing paradigm. The remaining sessions
242presented the randomized test speech tokens. After hearing a
243single presentation of a token, the subject would choose
244from the 14 possible consonant responses by clicking one of
24514 CV-labeled buttons on the graphical user interface with
246the option of up to two additional token repetitions to
247improve accuracy. Short breaks were encouraged to reduce
248the effects of test fatigue. Additional experimental details
249are provided in Han (2011).

250E. Characterizing individual tokens with normal
251hearing psychoacoustic data

252Psychoacoustic data from classical masking, filtering and
253time truncation experiments can be used to characterize the
254consonant cues of each token in terms of intensity, frequency,
255and temporal properties. NH listener psychoacoustic data for
256the 28 test tokens (14 consonants) used in the present study
257were collected by Phatak and Allen (2007) and Li (2011).
258High-/low-pass filtering and time-truncation data allow one to
259identify, in each naturally variable token, the spectral time-
260frequency region that contains the acoustic components that
261are necessary for correct perception, we refer to this as the
262necessary cue region (Li et al., 2010; Li et al., 2012). The
263acoustic components that encode the primary cues fall within
264this necessary cue region. As an example, the necessary cue
265region for a =sA= token would include the frication noise that
266contains a spectral primary cue for place and the durational
267primary cue for manner of articulation.
268A key metric of each token’s noise robustness is the
269SNR90, defined as the full-bandwidth SNR at which the
270probability of NH correct recognition for that individual to-
271ken drops below saturation to 90%. The lower the SNR90,
272the more robust a token is to noise. For NH listeners, this
273psychoacoustic measure has been found to be significantly
274correlated to the physical intensity of the necessary conso-
275nant cue region, with tokens that have more intense cue
276regions having lower SNR90 values (R�egnier and Allen,
2772008; Li et al., 2010; Li et al., 2012). As discussed in Sec.
278II C, the NH SNR90 values for the selected test tokens are
279below the worst noise condition that was used to test HI rec-
280ognition in the present study, 0 dB SNR (see Appendix). Due
281to natural variability of cue region intensity, the SNR90 val-
282ues for a large number of tokens are approximately Gaussian
283distributed (Singh and Allen, 2012).
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284 It follows from these findings that for two tokens of the
285 same consonant, the difference between the NH SNR90 val-
286 ues is proportional to the difference in intensity of the neces-
287 sary acoustic cue regions. Because tokens of the same
288 consonant have perceptual cues within a similar frequency
289 range, the NH DSNR90 can be used to relate the audibility of
290 their necessary cue regions. For each consonant, the SNR90

291 of the token from the male talker was subtracted from that of
292 the female talker; this measure is illustrated in Fig. 1(a) with
293 D marking the difference between the two SNR90 values.
294 These differences are reported for each pair of consonant
295 tokens in Fig. 1(b) with the consonants sorted along the ab-
296 scissa by monotonically increasing NH DSNR90 values. This
297 plot shows that for /g/, the male token is more robust to noise
298 by 9 dB, whereas for =Z=, the female token is more robust to
299 noise by 10 dB. Of the selected tokens, there are small differ-
300 ences in the noise robustness (less than or equal to 63 dB)
301 of eight consonants, /m, t, k,

Ð
, z, n, p, s/. The NH DSNR90

302 values are controlled by the selection of the experimental
303 tokens. Although the NH SNR90 was controlled in the design

304of the experiment, the effect of NH DSNR90 on HI percep-
305tion was unknown and this measure was allowed to vary
306from �9 to þ10 [dB].

307F. Hearing impaired data analysis

308For each ear, the traditional metric of average consonant
309error at a particular SNR, PeðsÞ, is computed as

PeðsÞ ¼
1

28

X14

i¼1

X2

j¼1

PeðCi; Tj; sÞ; (2)

310311

312where Pe(Ci, Tj, s) is the probability of error for the ith con-
313sonant Ci, jth talker Tj, at SNR s. The average is computed
314over all 28 tokens used in this study (14 consonants� 2 talk-
315ers¼ 28 tokens).
316For a given consonant, the average of the token error
317difference, DPe , is formulated as

DPe ¼
1

nðSÞ
X
s2S

ðPM
e ðsÞ � PF

e ðsÞÞ; (3)

318319320

S ¼ fs 2 ð0; 6; 12; quietg : s � s�g;
321322

323where s* is the highest SNR at which more than one error is
324observed for either of the two tokens, and n(S) indicates the
325number of elements (i.e., noise conditions) in set S. In this
326analysis, the probability of error for the male token PM

e ðsÞ is
327always subtracted from that of the female token PF

e ðsÞ. DPe

328for each consonant is only computed over the SNRs below
329which an error is observed for at least one of the two tokens,
330to better separate tokens that show within-consonant differ-
331ences. In the cases where no error is observed over all SNRs
332for both tokens, DPe is defined as zero ðDPe¢0Þ.

333III. RESULTS

334A. Error overview

335The average consonant error as a function of SNR,
336PeðsÞ, for the 17 HI ears in this study is shown in Fig. 2. The
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FIG. 1. (a) Illustration of Probability vs SNR curves for two tokens with the

difference in SNR90 values (DSNR90) indicated. The SNR90 is defined as the

SNR at which the probability of recognition drops to 90%, while DSNR90

quantifies the difference in noise-robustness across tokens. (b) The NH

DSNR90 values for each set of consonant tokens in this study, as computed

from NH perceptual data in the presence of speech-weighted noise (Table

IV, value for /f/ not shown). These values are computed as in the example of

(a) with the male token as talker 1 and the female token as talker 2. For each

consonant, a positive NH DSNR90 indicates that the female token is more

robust to noise, while a negative value indicates that the male token is more

robust to noise. The consonants are sorted along the abscissa by NH

DSNR90. The labels sh ¼
Ð

and zh ¼ Z.

FIG. 2. Average probability of error (%) over all tested tokens for each HI

ear, plotted as a function of SNR [Eq. (2)] on a log scale. Right ears (R) are

shown as solid lines, left ears (L) as dashed lines. The average NH error

(gray solid line) is included for reference along with a gray error region rep-

resenting 1 standard deviation.
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337 average error for 16 NH listeners, for the same set of test
338 tokens, is overlaid in this figure for comparison. The average
339 errors of four HI ears fall within the range of normal per-
340 formance at low-noise levels (44L/R, 36L, 34L), and three
341 HI ears reach 50% average error at 0 dB SNR (34R, 01L/R).
342 Note that the PeðsÞ for a HI ear is approximately linear on a
343 log scale with respect to SNR, just like the error predicted by
344 the articulation index formula (Allen, 1994).
345 As the inclusion of figures for all 17 individual HI ears
346 is impractical, we examine the individual token errors for a
347 set of representative ears, the left ears of listeners 40 and 34,
348 in detail. Both ears have the same audiometric configuration
349 as the majority of ears in our study, slight-to-mild low-
350 frequency flat loss with high-frequency sloping loss (see
351 Table I). In terms of average consonant error (Fig. 2) these
352 two ears fall within the middle range of the tested HI ears.
353 An overview of the individual token errors for each of
354 these two HI ears (40L and 34L) is presented in Fig. 3. Each
355 plot shows the sorted error over all test tokens at each SNR.
356 The tokens are sorted along the abscissa to create a monot-
357 onically increasing error distribution. This sorted distribution
358 allows one to clearly visualize the proportion of tokens that
359 contribute to the overall average error and the degree of error
360 for each token. In the lower noise conditions, no error is
361 observed for the majority of the tested tokens, while a small
362 subset of the tokens can show high degrees of error. Such a

363concentration of error to only a few tokens is observed
364across all of the slight-to-mild HI ears in the study. For ear
36540L [Fig. 3(a)], only three tokens show error at 12 dB SNR;
366at the worst noise condition, 0 dB SNR, 16 of 27 (�59%) of
367the tokens have non-zero error. Ear 34L [Fig. 3(b)], also has
368a small subset of test tokens that account for all of the error
369at low-noise levels (6 and 12 dB SNR and quiet). Although a
370small number of tokens are incorrectly recognized at low-
371noise levels, a high degree of error can be associated with
372these tokens.
373Cases such as these, where a small subset of tokens have
374high error while the remaining majority of tokens are recog-
375nized normally (i.e., without error), are misrepresented by a
376single overall average. In the following section, the variabili-
377ty of error across tokens of the same consonant is examined.

378B. Within-consonant differences—robustness
379to noise

380The noise robustness of a token is quantified by the thresh-
381old SNR at which significant errors are first observed. Here, we
382examine within-consonant differences in robustness to noise by
383analyzing the variability of error across tokens of the same con-
384sonant. The most extreme example of this token error differ-
385ence for a HI ear is where one token of a consonant has no
386error at any tested SNR while the other token of the consonant
387reaches errors as high as 100%. As described in Sec. II, each
388token in the experiment was selected to be robust to at least
389�2 dB of noise for NH listeners (see Appendix). Thus for the
390HI ears, observations of zero error at the 0, 6, and 12 dB SNR
391and quiet conditions is equivalent to “normal” performance.
392The consonant recognition error as a function of SNR for
393both talker tokens [PM

e ðsÞ and PF
e ðsÞ] and the average across

394the two talkers is displayed in 14 sub-plots (one for each con-
395sonant) for ears 40 L and 34 L in Figs. 4(a) and 4(c), respec-
396tively. Ear 40 L reaches �50% two-talker average error for
397/b, g, m, n, v/, as noise is introduced; when the error is ana-
398lyzed at the token level, one finds that the error for /g, m/ is
399completely due to the female token and that the error for /v/ is
400completely due to the male token. Ear 34L reaches �50%
401two-talker average error for /b, g, k, p, v, z/, as noise is intro-
402duced. The largest differences in noise robustness for ear 34L
403are for tokens of /k, m, s, v/. For this ear, almost all of the av-
404erage error for /k, m, s/ can be attributed to errors with only
405the female token. For /v/, the male token is recognized with
406no error in only the quiet condition, while the female token is
407robust down to 6 dB SNR. Thus, for both ears 40L and 34L,
408one can observe large differences in the noise robustness of
409tokens of the same consonant. Although the acoustical differ-
410ences across these tokens are small enough for them to be rec-
411ognized as the same consonant by NH listeners, they are
412appreciable enough to make a difference in HI perception.
413To quantify this observation, the token error difference
414is calculated as a function of SNR. These values are then
415used to compute the average of the token error difference,
416DPe [Eq. (3)], shown for ears 40L and 34L in Figs. 4(b) and
4174(d). A negative DPe indicates that the male token is
418more robust to noise, while a positive value indicates that
419the female token of a consonant is more robust to noise.
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FIG. 3. Distribution of error for (a) ear 40L and (b) ear 34L at each of the

four noise conditions. The abscissa corresponds to the 27 test tokens, sorted

for each SNR such that the error increases monotonically; thus, the sort

order can vary across ears and SNRs.
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420 DPe ¼ 40% is marked for reference. The minimum number
421 of experimental presentations for an token at a given SNR is
422 N¼ 5, thus a 40% error difference corresponds to two trials
423 in error, which is significantly different (a¼ 0.05) from NH
424 performance (Singh and Allen, 2012). The consonants with
425 the largest average error differences for ear 40 L are /g, m, v/
426 and /m, k, s/ for ear 34 L. The consonants are ordered along
427 the abscissa by the NH DSNR90 values, as shown in Fig.
428 1(b). This is done to determine if the token of a consonant
429 that is more robust to noise for a NH listener would also be
430 more robust for a HI listener. Overall, there is some agree-
431 ment as a rough increasing trend can be observed in Figs.
432 4(b) and 4(d).
433 The NH SNR90 has been found to significantly correlate
434 with the intensity of the time-frequency region that contains
435 the primary consonant cues (R�egnier and Allen, 2008; Li
436 et al., 2010; Li et al., 2012; Kapoor and Allen, 2012). Thus
437 the NH DSNR90 relates the difference in intensity of the NH
438 consonant cue regions. If HI perception was completely de-
439 pendent on audibility/intensity of the primary consonant cues
440 that NH listeners use, then the tokens of a consonant that are
441 more robust to noise for NH listeners (i.e., lower NH SNR90s)

442would also be more robust to noise for HI listeners. The DPe

443values for all 17 HI ears are shown in Fig. 5(a); the conso-
444nants along the abscissa are in the same order as Fig. 1(b).
445Overall, large token error differences is a widespread effect,
446with 16 of 17 HI ears showing at least one average token error
447difference >40%. A clear increasing trend can be observed in
448the mean HI DPe values, similar to the trend of the NH
449DSNR90 values. A linear regression between the two measures
450is plotted in Fig. 5(b); the HI DPe and NH DSNR90 values are
451significantly correlated (q¼ 0.81, p< 0.001).
452Despite this strong relationship, a notable amount of
453individual variability can be observed in the data of
454Fig. 5(a). Tokens that are almost identically noise robust
455for a NH listener can show large DPe values for a HI ear.
456As an example, the two tokens of /z, p, s/ have NH
457DSNR90� 3 dB, indicating that the two tokens have neces-
458sary cue regions that are nearly equal in intensity. Yet there
459are individual HI ears for which a DPe > 50% is observed
460for /z, p, s/. In such cases, additional signal properties, per-
461haps the presence of conflicting cues (Li et al., 2010; Li
462et al., 2012; Kapoor and Allen, 2012) or variations of the pri-
463mary cues to which the HI ears could be sensitive, may play
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FIG. 4. Top left and right: Consonant recognition error as a function of SNR, for HI ears (a) 40L and (c) 34L. Each subplot shows the data for one consonant;

plots display the error for the female token (diamond marker), male token (square marker), and the average across the two tokens (x marker, dashed line).

Bottom left and right: DPe for each consonant [Eq. (3)], for HI ears (b) 40L and (d) 34L. Consonants are ordered along the abscissa based on the NH DSNR90

values (as in Fig. 1). DPe ¼ 640% is marked for reference. The labels sh ¼
Ð

, zh ¼ Z, and a ¼ A.
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464 a role. To better understand the HI within-consonant differ-
465 ences, we next examine the consonant confusions.

466 C. Within-consonant differences—confusion groups

467 The common NH listener confusion groups for English
468 consonants were established by Miller and Nicely (1955)
469 (e.g., /b, d, g/, /p, t, k/, /m, n/). When analyzing HI speech
470 perception, some of these same confusion groups are
471 observed. In this section, we investigate the extent of within-
472 consonant differences in terms of the confusion groups.
473 The confusions for each of the two tested =bA= tokens
474 are first analyzed in detail. The confusion matrices for these
475 two =bA= tokens are shown in Tables II(a) and II(b), for six
476 HI ears (34L/R, 36L/R, 40L/R) at each of the four tested
477 SNRs (0, 6, and 12 dB SNR and quiet). For the female =bA=
478 [Table II(a)], although the HI ears have different degrees of
479 error at different SNRs, one can observe frequent /d, g, v/
480 confusions. For the male =bA= [Table II(b)], the primary
481 confusions are instead with /v, f/. Similar differences in con-
482 fusion groups for the two =bA= tokens are observed across
483 all of the tested HI ears. The average responses over all

48417 HI ears as a function of SNR are shown for the female
485and male =bA= tokens in Tables II(c) and II(d).
486The confusion matrices for all test tokens (averaged
487across all 17 HI ears and SNRs) are shown in Table III. Here
488we can again see the differences in confusion groups for the
489two =bA= tokens, but we also observe within-consonant dif-
490ferences for the average confusion groups of =gA, mA, sA,
491ZA=. Although some confusions are shared across multiple
492tokens of the same consonant, distinct within-consonant dif-
493ferences can be observed in the confusions.
494The size of the confusion groups observed in the aver-
495ages can be small, indicating, in those cases, that the major-
496ity of the responses across all HI ears and noise conditions
497are drawn from the same confusion group. These similar
498confusions across HI ears are observed despite the many
499subject differences, including degree of hearing loss, age,
500gender, and background. This consistency across HI ears
501implies that the acoustic properties of each token (i.e., vari-
502able primary and conflicting acoustic cues) are responsible
503for the HI confusions. When the confusion groups for mul-
504tiple tokens of a consonant are different, as in the case of
505these two =bA= tokens, averaging the data from these
506tokens causes HI listeners to appear more “random” (higher
507entropy) in their speech perception than they actually are.

508D. Repeatability

509A pilot experiment was conducted approximately a year
510before the main experiment reported on in this study (Han,
5112011). This pilot experiment collected consonant recognition
512data from 46 HI ears, including 16 of the 17 HI ears in this
513study. The speech materials of the pilot experiment were
514also drawn from the LDC database with 16 consonants in a
515consonant-vowel context (/p, t, k, f, s,

Ð
, b, d, g, v, z, Z, m, n,

516h, ð=þ =A=) and six tokens per consonant. Of the 28 tokens
517that are reported on in this study, 17 were also tested in the
518pilot experiment. Consonant recognition was tested at the
519same SNRs as in this study but with only two presentations
520at each SNR per token. Presentations were randomized over
521consonant and talker but not SNR. The pilot experiment was
522conducted with an identical setup (observers, graphical user
523interface, location) as the present study.
524The data for tokens that are common with the pilot
525experiment can be used to provide a measure of the repeat-
526ability. The average error for 16 HI ears across the two
527experiments is significantly correlated (q¼ 0.83, p< 0.001),
528indicating reasonable test-retest reliability of this consonant
529recognition test.

530IV. SUMMARY

531HI ears can have large perceptual differences for tokens
532of the same consonant. Such differences are observed in
533both their robustness to noise and confusion groups.
534Consistent differences in the noise-robustness of tokens of
535the same consonant are observed for the majority of the tested
536HI ears. These differences can be observed to the extreme that
537one token of a consonant has no errors at the worst noise con-
538dition of 0 dB SNR while the other token of the same conso-
539nant reaches 100% error at equal or better SNRs. The average
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FIG. 5. (a) DPe for all HI ears. Each point represents the value for a single

HI ear, the mean across ears for each consonant is marked with an ‘x’. A

negative DPe indicates that the male token has lower error, a positive value

indicates that the female token has lower error. Consonants are ordered

along the abscissa based on the NH DSNR90 values (as in Fig. 1). DPe

¼ 40% is marked for reference. (b) Comparison and linear regression of the

mean DPe values and the NH DSNR90 values (see Fig. 1), the two values

are significantly correlated (q ¼ 0.81, p < 0.001). The labels sh ¼
Ð

and

zh ¼ Z.
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540 token error difference, DPe [Eq. (3)], can be used to quantify
541 this difference in noise robustness. Comparing the DPe values
542 for all HI ears [Fig. 5(a)] shows that across the HI ears one of
543 the two tokens can be consistently more robust to noise than
544 the other. Specifically, this figure shows that the male token of

545/g, m, k/ is consistently more robust to noise than the female
546one, and the female token of /n, v/ is consistently more robust
547to noise than the male one. This shows that a physical property
548of the signal makes one token more noise robust than the other
549for HI listeners. To investigate possible signal properties that
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TABLE II. (a) Confusion matrix for the female =bA= token, data from six HI ears (34L/R, 36L/R, 40L/R), at each SNR (dB). (b) Confusion matrix for the

male =bA= token, data from the same six HI ears (34L/R, 36L/R, 40L/R), at each SNR (dB). For both confusion matrices, the highest probability confusion in

each row is highlighted in bold, and probabilities of 0% are removed to reduce clutter. (c) The recognition data for the female token, averaged across all 17 HI

ears; primary confusions are with /d, v, g/. (d) The recognition data for the male token, averaged across all 17 HI ears; primary confusions are with /f, v/. The

labels sh ¼
Ð

, zh ¼ Z, and a ¼ A.
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550 could lead to such differences in noise robustness, we have
551 considered a perceptual measure of the acoustic cue region in-
552 tensity, the NH SNR90.

553 For each token, the NH-listener necessary acoustic cue
554 region can be isolated in time-frequency space with a combi-
555 nation of time-truncation and high-/low-pass filtering psycho-
556 acoustic experiments (Phatak and Allen, 2007; Li et al., 2010;
557 Li et al., 2012). The NH SNR90 has been found to significantly
558 correlate with the intensity of this NH necessary cue region.
559 Thus the difference in NH SNR90 values can be used to relate
560 the intensity of the NH necessary cue region across tokens.
561 The NH DSNR90 values are compared to the means of the HI
562 DPe values in Fig. 5(b). A significant correlation of q¼ 0.81
563 between the two measures demonstrates that the variable
564 acoustic properties that make a token more robust to noise for
565 NH listeners also, generally, affect perception for HI listeners.
566 Going beyond the error, an analysis of the confusion
567 groups reveals additional within-consonant differences; we
568 have found that tokens of the same consonant can have differ-
569 ent confusion groups for HI listeners. We observe confusion
570 group differences for the selected tokens of /b, g, m, s, Z/

571across all of the HI ears in this study. When examined on a to-
572ken (as opposed to a consonant) level, one observes that HI
573ears are much more consistent in their confusions.

574V. CONCLUSIONS

575In this study, we analyze HI consonant recognition using
576a low-context stimulus task with four speech-weighted noise
577conditions. The majority of HI ears have slight-to-moderate
578hearing loss with a high-frequency sloping audiometric
579configuration.
580For each HI ear, fewer than half of all tested tokens show
581errors (Fig. 3) in the low-noise conditions. Despite a small
582number of ear-specific tokens that are in error, the degree of
583error for these tokens can be large (�80%). The average error
584as a function of SNR, PeðsÞ, is insensitive to large degrees of
585error for only a small subset of the test tokens.
586NH-listener data from psychoacoustic tests (e.g., mask-
587ing, filtering, time-truncation) can be used to characterize
588naturally variable consonant tokens. Generally, filtering data
589can be used to identify the necessary frequency range, time-
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TABLE III. A confusion matrix showing the average response (%) for each token (average taken over the 17 HI ears and 4 SNRs). Each row contains data for

a single token. Confusion probabilities >5% are highlighted in bold, and probabilities <2% are not shown. F, M subscripts denote tokens from female and

male talkers.

b d f g k m n p s t v
Ð

Z z

bF 70 15 2 4 7

bM 65 2 6 2 2 22

dF 93 4 2

dM 95 4

fF 73 17 3 3 2

gF 3 12 5 62 2 2 8 2

gM 15 83

kF 80 4 13

kM 87 11

mF 79 9 2 7

mM 93 6

nF 4 86 4

nM 19 80

pF 2 3 82 12

pM 92 3

sF 2 4 84 3 3

sM 79 8 12

tF 2 2 93

tM 96

vF 3 2 4 4 4 78 2

vM 4 4 5 5 11 4 63

Ð
F 4 92 2Ð
M 96 2

ZF 6 2 67 24

ZM 3 6 11 63 13

zF 4 6 16 70

zM 4 2 2 16 74
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590 truncation data can identify acoustic components that are nec-
591 essary for temporal/durational cues, and the resulting thresh-
592 old SNR90 from a noise-masking experiment is correlated to
593 the intensity of the necessary acoustic cue region. In addition,
594 the acoustic elements that encode conflicting cues (for non-
595 target consonants) can be identified with the same filtering
596 and time-truncation experiments. In general, NH-listener psy-
597 choacoustic data can be used to characterize the perceptually
598 relevant information of variable acoustic cues (e.g., the neces-
599 sary frequency range for correct perception) and test for their
600 effect on HI perception. In this article, we use the characteri-
601 zation provided by the NH-listener noise-masking data to
602 explore the role of cue region intensity in HI perception.
603 For NH listeners, the noise robustness of a sound is cor-
604 related to the intensity of the acoustic components within the
605 necessary cue region. We find that the within-consonant dif-
606 ferences in noise robustness for HI ears are correlated to the
607 noise robustness of consonants for NH listeners (Fig. 5).
608 This supports the hypothesis that the acoustic cues that are
609 necessary for NH listeners are also necessary for the HI lis-
610 teners, although they may not be sufficient. Thus, just as
611 selective amplification of the NH cue region can manipulate
612 the noise robustness of tokens for NH listeners (Kapoor and
613 Allen, 2012), similar selective amplification might make a
614 token more noise robust for HI listeners. For cases where the
615 relative noise robustness of tokens for NH and HI listeners
616 are inconsistent, other signal properties besides the intensity
617 of acoustic cues (e.g. within-consonant variability of the pri-
618 mary cues or the presence of conflicting cues) must play a
619 role.
620 Within-consonant differences in confusion groups are
621 observed. When the HI ears make an error, they collectively
622 draw from a limited token-dependent confusion group
623 (Tables II and III). Despite the many differences across HI
624 ears (hearing loss, age, gender), the token-specific confusion
625 groups are observed consistently. These consistencies over
626 different HI ears require that the acoustic properties of each
627 token define the possible confusions; this also implies that
628 these HI ears, despite their many differences, use similar
629 cues when making confusions. If each HI ear used different
630 cues or interpreted the cues in an ear-dependent way,
631 then such consistencies in the confusions across ears would
632 not be observed. When, due to a hearing impairment, the pri-
633 mary cues are distorted or missing, remaining conflicting
634 cues may be a source of the consistent token-specific

635confusions. Further analysis of the acoustic cues that lead to
636particular confusions has the potential to provide increased
637insight into the speech perception strategies that are being
638used by HI listeners.
639Within-consonant perceptual differences for HI listeners
640are observed for sounds that are noise robust and unambigu-
641ous for NH listeners. Although the tokens are identified as
642the same consonant by NH listeners, subtle natural variations
643in signal properties can lead to systematic differences in HI
644perception. Averaging different token-specific confusion
645groups of a consonant can cause a HI listener to appear more
646random in their responses than they really are. In terms of
647entropy, averaging recognition data for multiple tokens with
648identical amounts of error but different confusion groups
649will produce higher-entropy results than would be obtained
650if calculated for the individual tokens.
651The results suggest that when a HI listener reports that
652they can “hear speech but have trouble understanding it,” it
653may be due to consistent errors with only a subset of pho-
654nemes. Multiple tokens of a single consonant have naturally
655variable cues, leading to varying measures of hearing impair-
656ment. These natural variations in signal properties may also
657affect NH consonant recognition when the speech signal is
658degraded (e.g., noisy, filtered). Characterizing the primary
659and any conflicting perceptual cues of test tokens is thus crit-
660ically important to the design and interpretation of HI speech
661tests.
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671APPENDIX: TEST TOKENS

672The LDC-2005S22 Database labels for the test tokens,
673along with the NH SNR90 values, are listed in Table IV. All
674SNR90 values are calculated by linear interpolation between
675measurements taken at �22, �20, �16, �10, and �2 dB.
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TABLE IV. For each consonant-vowel token (CV), the male (M) and female (F) talker labels are listed, along with the corresponding NH SNR90 values (dB).

The =fA= from talker m112 is marked with a * to indicate that this token was not included in the data analysis.

CV M Talker SNR90 F Talker SNR90 CV M Talker SNR90 F Talker SNR90

bA m112 �2 f101 �10 pA m118 �14 f103 �17

dA m118 �7 f105 �13 sA m120 �10 f103 �13

fA m112* �5* f109 �12
Ð

A m118 �16 f103 �15

gA m111 �12 f109 �3 tA m112 �17 f108 �14

kA m111 �13 f103 �11 vA m118 �3 f101 �10

mA m118 �14 f103 �11 ZA m107 �7 f105 �17

nA m118 �4 f101 �7 zA m118 �17 f106 �18
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